The study deals with the types of logico-semantic relations in Mendez'utterances in Argo. The objective of the study are to describe the types of logico semantic relations used in Mendez' utterances and expalain how logico-semantic relations (unmarked and marked) used in Mendez' utterances. This study was conducted by using descriptive qualitative. The data of the study were clause complexes found in Mendez' utterances. There were 63 clause complexes found. Based on the analysis, it was found that only seven of ten types of logico-semantic relations were used in Mendez' utterances. The logico-semantic relation type which dominantly occurs in Mendez' utterances is unmarked enhancement (24 utterances, 38.09%). Then it's followed unmarked extension (17 utterances, 26.98%), unmarked elaboration (11 utterances, 17.46%), marked enhancement (5 utterances,7.93%), marked locution ( 3 utterances, 4.76%), unmarked locution (2 utterances 3.17%), marked ectension (1 utterance, 1.58%). Meanwhile marked elaboration, unmarked idea and marked idea were not found in Mendez'utterances.
INTRODUCTION
When people speak or write, they produce a language. As a social being, language is needed to interact with other people. People will get difficulty if they don't use language to interact because they cannot comunicate or deliver their thoughts and feelings without language. Language is such a need for human being in daily life. The important things for people in using language are to talk about their experience, to describe events and state the entities involved in them to influence their behaviour and to express their own viewpoint and things in their messages.
Comunication is divided into spoken and written. When people speak or write they express what they have in their mind. While presenting ideas, people should concern with the way language which is used because it will make their ideas understandable. In the use of language people in many casees tend to expand their ideas by combining or complexing the original clause to other related clause because there are some ideas in the language user's mind that they are going to share. In communication speaker or writer needs to the connectiion which is made between one clause with another.
Film is the one of literary works. Nowadays people love watching films. This phenomenon can be seen from the number of people coming to the cinema. This is due to the fact that watching film is enjoyable and entertaining. Many people enjoy fictional or nonfictional stories whether in the form of films or novels. A film creates an illusion that what occurs on the screen is an objective recording of events. A film has become part of that extensive cultural system of constructions that represent social reality. In the film , one of that can be analyzed through the utterances of the main character.
There have been some studies that related to the logico-semantic relation. Based on the previous studies above, this research was different from the previous studies and it will be focused on Clause Complexes System of Mendez' Utterances in Argo Film in order to find how the logico semantic relation exspecially the clause complexes in his utterances. Thebwriter chooses this film because this film is a real story taken in Iran.
The story of the film told us about the chaos and the confront of Iranian to the government because Iranian did not want any change about the regulation of the country,from Islam to be western because the shah " Ayatulah Khomeini" was very pro to America so that Iranian did a confront the governmant and made a chaos.
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The objective of the study are :
1. To describe the types of logico semantic relations used in Mendez' utterances and 2. To explain how logico-semantic relations (unmarked and marked) realized in Mendez' utterances.
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RESEARCH METHOD
In conducting the research, it's appropriately using descriptive qualitative method. In order to describe the situation of the events or occurances. Ary( 2002:425) said that the qualitative inquirer deals with the data in the form of words, rather than numbers and statistics. The writer reveals qualitative research may use written documents to gain an understanding of thee phenomenon under the study. The meaning of documents can be in the form books, films, authobiographies.
The purpose of the study was to know how the author of Argo story which is written by Chriss Terrio treats the logico-semantic relations found in Mendez'
Utterances in which as the main character in Argo. Therefore, the analysis of the study would be described in the form of descriptive design with qualitative approach.
The source of data were the utterances of Mendez in Argo. The data of the study were all clause complexes found in Mendez' utterances. For all clause complexes will be analyzed 63 utterances baseed on the logico semantic relation theory.
There are some procedures to analyze the data, they are :
1. Collecting the data (linguistics features which form as sentence) found in the film and movie script of Argo film. 
Unmarked extension
The unmarked extension in this movie that's used by identifying the utterances of Mendez' uterances as many as 17 clause complexes. The sample of unmarked extension in Mendez' utterances are presented below :
This data was taken from (00:21:07) ||| It's a good idea, but that school's been closed for eight months |||
+2
The unmarked extension in the clause complexes explicitly coded by but
(conjunction). It can be seen from secondary clause but that school's been for eight months.
This data was taken from (00:42:37)
||| It has to be big and it has to have something|||
+2
The unmarked extension in the clause complexes explicitly coded by and (conjunction). It can be seen from the secondary clause and it has to have something.
Marked Extension
Marked extension that's used by identifying the utterances of Mendez in
Argo only 1 clause complex.
The data was taken from (01:24:33) ||| I think my story's the only thing between you and a gun to your head|| 1 +2
Marked extension above in the clause complex explicitly coded by preposition between. It can be seen from secondary clause between you and a gun to your head.
Unmarked enhancement
Unmarked enhancement that's used by identifying the utterances of It can be seen from secondary clause if it would sell tickets.
The data was taken from (01:31:31) ||| Somebody's responsible when things happen Jack||| α xβ
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The unmarked enhancement in the clause complex explicitly coded by when(conjunction). It can be seen from secondary clause when things happen Jack.
Marked enhancement
Marked enhancement in this movie that's used by identifying of mendez'utterances in Argo as many as 5 clause complexes.
The data was taken from (00:52:46) ||| Brarely claim me as it is ||| α xβ
Marked enhancement above explicitly coded by as. So the clause complex above is marked enhancement. It can be seen from secondary clause as it is .
The data was taken from (00:53:17)
||| Keep the office running until you here until you hear otherwise ||| α xβ
The marked enhancement in the clause complex explicitly coded by until( preposition). It can be seen from secondary clause until you hear otherwise.
Unmarked locution
After identifying unmarked locution in the script of Argo, especially in Mendez' utterances. It found that there are 2 clause complexes.
The data was taken from (00:15:00) ||| And say :" look at that, your dad build that"||| 1 "2 From the utterance above, it's unmarked locution because it's direct speech and it found that there is double quotation (").
Marked locution
In the utterance of Mendez, Marked locution as found as many as 3 clause complexes. The sample as below :
The data was taken from (01:33:54)
||| It says that you landed in the country two days ago ||| From the utterance above, it's conclude that it's marked locution because the utterance is indirect speech.
B. Research Findings
Having analyzed all the data for the types of logico-semantic relation used by Mendez'uterances, the findings were presented as follows : 
C. Discussion
The findings of this study indicates that there are seven of ten types of logicosemantic relation were found, they are unmarked elaboration, unmarked extension, unmarked enhancement, marked enhancement, unmarked locution, marked locution. Meanwhile there are four types which were not found they are marked elaboration, unmarked idea, marked idea.
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In delivering information, the speaker should concern with a language used.
The speaker should use the appropriate words to convey the thought therefore; the main character's idea should be interrelated and sounds logic. From the all utterances of Mendez that unmarked enhancement dominantly found. He uses the independent clause in the speech which is adjoined by word if. It indicates that he figures out his speaking by using a conditional to make a plan because the plan he made to rescue the American full of riskes. So when he delivered his ideas, the conversation is tensional.
Meanwhile three types that are missing are marked elaboration, marked extension, unmarked idea and marked idea. Conditionally, marked elaboration, marked extension, unmarked idea and marked idea were not used Mendez in his utterance because adverbial and prepositional were not found in the certain clause complexes.
The findings of this study are very useful for the speaker in representing ideas. They need to know logico-semantic in relating one clause to another. By knowing logico-semantic relation, speaker can arrange the information or messages. So the speaker's ideas can be organized in order that listeners get the understanding and the meaning of information.
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusions
After analyzing data on logico-semantic relation in Mendez'utterances, are drawn as the following :
1. Only seven of ten types of logico-semantic relations found in Mendez' utterances, they are unmarked elaboration, unmarked extension, marked extension, unmarked enhancement, marked enhancement, unmarked locution and marked locution.
The logico-semantic relation type which dominantly occurs in
Mendez' utterances is unmarked enhancement (24 utterances, 38.09%). Then it's followed unmarked extension (17 utterances, 26.98%), unmarked elaboration (11 utterances, 17.46%), marked enhancement (5 utterances,7.93%), marked locution ( 3 utterances, 4.76%), unmarked locution (2 utterances 3.17%), marked ectension (1 utterances, 1.58%). Meanwhile marked elaboration, unmarked idea and marked idea were not found in Mendez'utterances.
B. Suggestion
In relation to the conclusions previously, suggestions are staged as the following :
1. The findings of this study can be used to describe a better understandingfor the english learners of logico-semantic relations 2. Other researchers are advised to study and make a detail analysis of logico-semantic relations.
